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Basis for international and commercial human exploration partnerships
Enabling the development of a commercial market in LEO
Returning benefits to Humanity through basic and applied research
Enable long duration human spaceflight beyond LEO
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Vision: Sustained U.S. commercial LEO human space flight 
marketplace where NASA is one of many customers
• Support National Space Council 
in whole-of-government 
approach for commercial space
• Identify and remove barriers to 
enable greater commercial use 
of ISS
• Execute plan for ISS transition 
to provide transparency and 
certainty for the marketplace
• Enable cost effective 
commercial crew and cargo 
transportation
• Enable ISS commercial facilities 
and capabilities that can 
transition to commercial 
platforms
• Facilitate new commercial LEO 
platforms and services and 
transition to NASA-as-customer
• Provide targeted investments 
toward sustained commercial 
LEO demand
• Definitize forecast for long-term 
NASA demand for LEO 
utilization
• Increase engagement from 
Other Government Agencies for 
long-term LEO research
Policy and Regulatory Enabling Supply Enabling Demand
See the International Space Station fly over your town at:
https://spotthestation.nasa.gov/
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